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Market Challenge or Opportunity from the member/consumer perspective: 
 
The lack of financial literacy in America is reaching a disconcerting level.  Only 27% of Americans feel very 

well informed about managing their own household finances and among parents with children five or 

older, only 26% feel well prepared to teach their children about basic personal finances.1  Fewer than 40% 

of parents said they talked about credit cards, loans and debt, and their own family finances with their 

children.2  Personal savings as a percentage of personal income decreased from 7.5% in the early 1980s 

to a negative number in early 2006.3  At the same time, credit union membership is graying, with the 

average age of credit union members hovering around 47.4  The baby boomers that have fueled our credit 

union business have almost moved out of their peak borrowing years of 25-44 and there’s a comparatively 

small number of Generation Xers around to fill the void.  The history of the credit union movement was 

born out of a manufacturing, unionized, blue collar work force that believed in pooling resources from all 

workers to reach a greater good.  With the movement of many Western nations towards service based 

economy, the blue collar workforce has steadily decreased in size.  At the same time, white collar workers 

in the U.S. have increased.  White collar workers have a reputation for being skeptical or opposed to 

unions, and tend to see their advancement in work as tied to their reaching corporate goals rather than in 

union membership.  This difference reaches deep into the credit union philosophy and could be one 

reason why children today don’t understand the concept of a credit union.  More than ever before, it is vital 

to the future of credit unions to attract and retain younger members.  The quandary that we face is that a 

true understanding of the Credit Union movement is deteriorating with younger generations.  According to 

statistics, of consumers aged 18 – 24, 49% of those who are eligible for credit union membership are not 

even familiar with what a credit union is.5   

 
Innovative solution for capitalizing on the opportunity: 
 
LOT$A MOT$A sm is a destination.  Designed for young people between the ages of 5 and 18 

(Kindergarten through High School), it will teach the basics about MOT$A (Our term for Money)!  More 

than simply a group of “financial literacy” classes, LOT$A MOT$A is a Money Labsm that will be fun, 

interactive and exciting while helping to develop a child’s MOT$A I.Q.  Classes will stress the importance 

of becoming financially secure at an early age and developing strong money skills that will continue 

throughout a lifetime.  LOT$A MOT$A will also be unique in that it will stress the importance of 

developing a relationship with a credit union.  In fact, many of the philosophies of the credit union 
movement will be indispensable in  
the development of our company as a leader in strengthening children’s financial understanding.  As a 
variety of federal and state-sponsored bills promoting personal finance education among school-aged 
children are moving through Capital Hill and State Assemblies across the country, interest in financial 
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literacy in public schools is surging.  Given schools are already tapped out, LOT$A MOT$A would be a 

way to partner with school districts and provide any State mandated financial literacy.  Another benefit of 

LOT$A MOT$A is by targeting schools and providing scholarships for the underprivileged, we have an 

opportunity to reach unbanked and underserved consumers through their children.  Kids develop attitudes 
about money that can affect their personal finance behaviors at an early age.  Many experts agree, the 
earlier they are taught money management, the more likely the lessons will influence children’s adult 
behavior.  Strategies to campaign Congress and our state legislators on behalf of credit unions will be vital 
to our  
mission as we push for others to step forward in the critical effort to educate our youth on the subject of 
remaining on course with their financial wellbeing as well as the effort to keep credit unions a thriving part 
of our society.  This will bring the credit union movement to the forefront of legislator’s minds when they 
are faced with the topic of financial literacy in America. 

 
Member benefits: 
 
The LOT$A MOT$A mission is three fold, with each being an integral part of our success.   

Education Mission – Provide youth with fun and exciting curriculum to develop their MOT$A I.Q.   

Community Mission – Provide a gateway for others to receive the benefits of credit union membership.  
Economic Mission – Operate and grow at a profitable rate through sound economic decisions.   
Through our mission, members and non-members alike will gain an understanding of basic financial topics 

as well as what it means to be a member of a credit union.  LOT$A MOT$A will provide children with 

something that nobody currently offers…a fun destination to learn about money.  There are already proven 
business models in place that provide children with the opportunity to learn supplementary topics 
(dancing, cooking, gymnastics, etc.) outside of the home.  However, there is currently no model like this to 
introduce children to the basic concepts of money while at the same time promoting credit union 

membership.  All credit union members could potentially benefit from the knowledge gained at LOT$A 

MOT$A and we hope to turn around the ominous statistics on bankruptcy, lack of savings and increased 

debt by reaching children at an early age.  Doing so will ultimately benefit everyone in the cooperative. 

 
Credit union benefits: 
 
Credit Unions will also benefit extensively with this business model.  LOT$A MOT$A will be formed as a 

CUSO, which will give credit unions who invest in the corporation the opportunity to share in the profits 

earned.  In addition, this excellent investment will provide credit unions with advertising within LOT$A 

MOT$A as well as potential membership growth through our ongoing LOT$A MEMBER$ program.  The 

community involvement, membership growth potential and goodwill offered through this partnership will 

be immense.  Credit Unions will also have the ability to create a LOT$A MOT$A window in their branch 

office to promote this concept.  Children who are interested could open a LOT$A MOT$A account in 

which they can deposit the funds earned at the classes and turn those funds into real cash.  The 
immeasurable good will that this will create, along with the hard statistics on membership and share 
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growth, will give credit unions the opportunity to see some real benefits offered by partnering with LOT$A 

MOT$A.  Eventually, a LOT$A MOT$A multi-user website (similar to Webkinz®) will provide members 

with a place to go to learn financial literacy while at the same time promoting our business as well as 
credit unions. 
 
Target market: 
 
LOT$A MOT$A marketing will focus on credit union members but will also target non-member students 

throughout the metropolitan area.  Public and private schools will be contacted to offer scholarships for 
underprivileged children.  Credit Unions will be pursued for the sale of bulk packages of classes to serve as 
a supplement to their current children’s accounts and to promote credit union membership to children 
who currently do not have an account.  Curriculum will be generated based on grade level and will initially 
focus on K – 5.  This represents over 59,000 children in the Louisville, Kentucky area.  With the addition of  
grades 6 – 12, we have the potential to reach another 54,000 children in the public and private school  
systems.  That makes our target market potential in the Louisville metropolitan area over 113,000  
children.6  Assuming that only 23% of those children are already members of a credit union, that give us 
an opportunity to introduce credit union membership to over 87,000 children!   

 
Marketing tactics: 
 
LOT$A MOT$A will have an aggressive marketing strategy focused on the credit union market and local 

school systems.  The initial focus will primarily be children in K – 5, however, students in grades 6 – 12 will 
also be encouraged to participate since the statistics prove that it is never too late to influence children 
with the financial decisions that they will face during college or their early adult lifestages.  Students in 

grades 9 – 12 will receive a complimentary one year subscription to brass|MEDIA Inc., a money magazine 

written for young adults which focuses on the credit union industry.  LOT$A MOT$A will brand itself as 

the premier destination to learn about money and credit unions.  With children as well as adults, word-of-

mouth marketing is especially effective.  As stated earlier, LOT$A MOT$A will be a destination for both 

students and their parents.  Free beverages, internet access and comfortable chairs will await parents 
there to pick up their children.  Children will walk away with branded merchandise every time they visit 

LOT$A MOT$A.  In addition, the feasibility of providing a LOT$A MOT$A multi-user website will be 

examined.  Here, students could log in with a special code they receive from class and create their own 
world.  This website would allow students to interact with other students in live chat (word-of-mouth in 

action) and play games for additional MOT$A that they could use to purchase items for their web world.  

LOT$A MOT$A will stress the importance of spending money appropriately, saving money for future 

purchases and donating money to charities.  Through the website, students will play games designed to 

assist with improving their purchasing decisions, monitor their LOT$A MOT$A account, and allocate 

portions of the MOT$A they have earned to donate towards the charity of their choice. 
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Operational and other considerations: 
 
LOT$A MOT$A’s start-up expenses total just $200,000.  The majority of these funds, roughly $120,000, 

will be used to pay rent on the first facility, pay deposits and provide capital for six months of operating 
expenses.  Another $80,000 will be used for the initial inventory and other one-time expenses for capital  

expenses.  LOT$A MOT$A anticipates the need for approximately $75,000 in operating capital for the 

first six months of operation.  LOT$A MOT$A’s financial picture is quite promising.  There are some 

significant expenses initially, but the process to keep the business running will be more labor intensive 

with less capital expenses incurred.  LOT$A MOT$A anticipates the initial combination of investments 

and long-term financing of $300,000 to carry it without the need for any additional equity or debt 

investment, beyond the purchase of equipment and facilities.  What this means for LOT$A MOT$A is 

solid, financially sound growth based on individual and group sales as well as merchandising.   

 
Proof of concept (Vision for or results of beta and pilot tests): 
 

One partial pilot test was completed with the curriculum proposed in February, 2007.  The basic 
curriculum was tested with this group of 20 fourth and fifth grade students.  The children expressed a high 
interest in participating in future classes (especially with the full concept in place) and rated the class a 5 
out of 5 in the knowledge they gained.  The full concept was piloted to 15 children on August 2, 2007 
using ActivBoard technology and a reward system incorporated in the sessions.  Although this was not a 
perfect case in point because of budgetary restraints, the concept was expressed and the children 
responded wonderfully.  Beyond the children, we also gathered comments from the parents who brought 
their children.  Some of those comments included, “Love the concept.  Great idea.” and “I think it is a great 
way for kids to see how the world works.”  When asked if the parents thought that a fun interactive place 
for kids to go and learn about money was a good idea, the comments could be wrapped up in this 
statement, “I think it is a wonderful idea because it is painfully obvious that most adults can't manage their 
money given the number of bankruptcies.  I know lots of friends and relatives that can't balance their 
checkbooks.  Perhaps earlier intervention could reverse that trend.”   

Even with this pilot not truly representative of what a real LOT$A MOT$A location would look like the 

results are pretty obvious.  Kids, and parents, are looking for a place to go to help them learn about 
money.  If we don’t offer that place then the banks surely will.  It is worth noting that 87% of college 
students and 90% of high school students rely on their parents for financial guidance.  However, only 26% 
of those same parents feel well prepared to teach their kids about basic personal finances.7  This disparity 
is something that we want to conquer with our concept.  Students have a strong desire to learn these 
topics, but are rarely exposed to them at home or school.  It is up to us to expose them to this idea. 
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Suggested first steps: 
 
• Seek credit union investors for CUSO. 

• Complete financials 
1. Start-up Expenses 
2. 12 month Profit and Loss Projection 
3. Financial Statement 
4. Cash Flow Statement 
5. Opening day Balance Sheet 
6. 12 month sales forecast 
7. Break-Even Analysis 
8. 3 year Profit Projection 

• Develop full curriculum for grades K – 5, then 6 – 12. 

• Conduct several additional pilot tests to narrow down curriculum and polish presentation skills. 

• Determine feasibility of launching a multi-user website (similar to Webkinz®) where LOT$A MOT$A 

students could go when they leave our Lab to continue learning. 
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